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 This opens the Chord window. With the Chord window open, you can edit, delete, or add chords. ![image](fig4_24.png)
*Figure 4.24: The chord pads in the lower zone of the Project window hold all functions that you need to work with chord

pads.* Here are all the available functions on the chord pads: ![image](fig4_25.png) *Figure 4.25: Here are all the available
functions on the chord pads.* You can create new chords or edit existing chords. The default chords are the most basic chords.
This can be set using the following options: ![image](fig4_26.png) *Figure 4.26: Create new chords or edit existing chords.* As
you can see from the preceding image, you have the option of creating new chords. To add a chord, select Add New Chord > C
Major. The following window is opened. ![image](fig4_27.png) *Figure 4.27: Create new chords or edit existing chords.* The

following options are available on the chord properties: ![image](fig4_28.png) *Figure 4.28: The chord properties are
displayed.* To edit an existing chord, select the chord you want to edit from the Available Chords list and then select Edit

Selected Chord. This opens the Edit Chord window. ![image](fig4_29.png) *Figure 4.29: Edit an existing chord.* Select the
root note in the root field. You can also change the key or the scale of the chord. To create a chord from a root note, select Add
New Chord > Root. The following window is opened. ![image](fig4_30.png) *Figure 4.30: Add a new chord from a root note.*
Select the root note from the root field. You can also change the key or the scale of the chord. The position of the root note can
be changed by using the slider. ![image](fig4_31.png) *Figure 4.31: You can change the root note by using the slider.* You can

also change the order of the notes by using the slider. 82157476af
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